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Introduction

The notion of globalization is not new, but the concept and its far-reaching

implications will have a great influence on the political as well as the economic relations

between China and the United States. In addition, the ingredients involved in globalization

such as standardization, marketization and norms adherence serve both as variables for

change and at the same time create a chance for mutual inter-dependence. This paper

attempts to highlight the three types of impact that globalization will have on Sino-American

relations. 

To begin with, the impact of American business and general culture will greatly

change the landscape of China’s indigenous ideology with regard to business practices and

daily activities. Second, globalization is not single-dimensional. Regional co-operation

accomplished with the globalization process reinforces the U.S. foreign policy and

consolidates their foreign policy position. Finally, the concept of norm’s adherence,

intellectual property rights (IPRs) in particulars, actually disciplines China to abide by the

rules of the game in the international economy. This point can be clearly observed from

China’s application to be a World Trade Organization (WTO) member. In sum, the interface

between globalization and Sino-American relations can be seen in the market forces

developed after the end of the Cold War.
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The concept of  globalization and its development 

 The concept of globalization emerged in the period between the latter half of the

19th century and the initial years of the 20th century (1850 --1914).1 At that time, the

concept of globalization mainly concentrated on the aspect of money, which in its turn could

be seen in two dimensions; first, the multiplication of international trade and; second, the

rising tide of migrant populations. There were two reasons for the former. The so-called

‘soft’ one was that the development of economic theories promoted world trade, the main

proponent of this being David Ricardo. His Theory of Comparative Advantage gave an

explicit footnote to economic production and the global division of labour. From the

viewpoint of globalization, the principle of impartiality and the opening up of commercial

development and international trade was rooted in the distillation of the Theory of

Comparative Advantage.2 Secondly, with regard to the economic development of the Third

World, nations which followed the Theory of Comparative Advantage enjoyed better

performance than those with protectionist policies both in terms of quality (i.e. people's

living conditions) and in quantity (i.e. economy growth).3 

Crucial elements in this process, namely the modernization of trade and the

advancement of ocean-liner technology, multiplied world trade through increasing its speed

and capacity. For example, the world transportation costs were reduced by 70 percent from

1840 to 1910, which in turn led to a reduction in production costs and increased both the

volume and quantity of trade. More precisely, for instance, America’s exports were recorded

as 30 billion dollars in 1900 and 700 billion dollars in 1998.4 
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In terms of migration, European migration patterns demonstrated a desire to go to

the New World  - America - with its promise of a new start and personal prosperity, while

Asian people tended to regard America negatively as a colonial power. According to the

latest research, global historic tides of migration are not always initiated by poverty. Just take

the migrants in America as an example; the development of industry and the global industrial

division of labour led to a large amount of female migration.5 The interconnection between

goods and commerce promoted world trade, and colonization and migration aided the

dissemination of ideologies to different regions. The dynamics for globalization derive

mainly from scientific developments, an increase in migration and the increase of world

trade. These factors are closely related and their interaction and development will determine

the trend of globalization.

However, as globalization increased in its impact on the world it created conflicts on

different scales. Arguably, World War I and World War II and the global armaments race

they sparked, combined with inadequate communication and lack of mutual trust, could all

be blamed on globalization.6 The globalization of armaments can be found in the

reinforcement of military scientific technology in many countries. Because the power of a

nation depends largely on its military strength, Third World countries are improving their

forces vigorously so as to obtain a favourable position in the military balance of power. We

could call this ‘military globalization’.7 Sino-American relations were also affected by this

type of military globalization. For instance, the year 1899 saw the Open Door Policy Note,

signed by America and the corrupt Qing Dynasty of China. Because of the sharp difference

in military power between these two nations, Sino-American relations followed the
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contemporary pattern whereby Chinese sovereignty was compromised and China subjected

to partition and the annexation of its territory by the colonial powers.

After World War II, Sino-American relations were affected by American ideology

and America’s so-called ‘Cold War syndrome’8 The American policy of hegemonic balance

for half a century established an atmosphere of rivalry and antagonism. However, the

situation of the Cold War could not overwhelm the economic realities of booming

globalization, especially after the end of the Cold War. Post Cold-War Sino-American

relations must reflect or show clearly this concrete interaction between the economies.

Roughly summed up the historical evaluation of Sino-American relations originates

from an understanding of the workings of globalization. The aim here is to prove that the

development of Sino-American relations is not single-dimensional. Its direction is greatly

subject to the tide of world history. In other words, this relation has been modified in

different eras. War and diplomatic isolation are one type of relationship but this is not the

entire story. Since 1978, there has been a greater cooperative transformation of Sino-

American relations. According to Richard Higgott's definition, this transformation is to

“achieve more interaction in the process of globalization through non-regional, cultural,

political and economic communication, in which the exchange of cultural and commercial

information is vital to the development of Sino-American relation in globalization.”9

The Communication of  Commercial Information and Culture 

The Communication of commercial information serves as the major focus in Sino-

American relations. The communication of commerce and information will contribute to

Sino-American relations and their diplomatic, political and economic developments with

more interaction and compatibility. However, to facilitate American commercial and cultural
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impact requires social and national acceptance. Economic investment and the development

of an export market has been the main focus of American interaction towards China since

1978. Ever since 1983, a deficit has been noted in America-to-China trade. In 1983 it was 68

million dollars and in 1993, it rose to 18 billion dollars.10 In 2000, the US-China bilateral

trade deficit reached US 84 billion, exceeded first time than trade deficit with Japan.11

However, this unfavourable balance has not reduced America’s influence on commerce and

culture. The American fast-food industry, its administrative methods, the curriculum of the

American Commercial Academy, American books on business and the ‘race to riches’ stories

of American business tycoons have had an enormous effect on Chinese society. For

example, in 1996, 4000 applicants applied for 65 places on a Master degree in Business

Administration course at the Shanghai European International College of Commerce.12 

In addition, American books on business not only influence people globally, but also

widely affect Chinese society. Books and periodicals published by the Harvard Business

School have been widely translated into Chinese. In other words, the Chinese nowadays are

paying close attention to American business ideas, trends and even American business

administration. In fact, the penetration of American business culture reflects another kind of

Capitalist investment. That is, cooperation in the market development of China through the

penetration of its business culture. This may be a powerful agent of change in China and

may create another kind of transformation in its culture.

The influence of the American fast-food culture on China has attained further

recognition. In an essay from Foreign Affairs, James Watson, a professor of the Department

of Anthropology, Harvard University, stated that since the appearance of McDonald’s on

Beijing streets, American culture has little by little influenced Chinese business culture and

even the up-bring and eating habits of the Chinese.13 Other restaurants have imitated the
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clean surroundings advocated by McDonalds, and parents have warmly welcomed the

regulations banning smoking and the sale of liquor.14 Though looking at business culture is

only one aspect of  observations in Sino-American relations,  what cannot be neglected is

that in the waves of globalization overwhelming cultures it is the subtle influences that

change people’s perceptions and outlook. 

In addition to the McDonald’s phenomenon, another cultural influence for change

has been the coffee culture also imported from America.  Starbucks with its headquarters in

Seattle has entered the Chinese market competing vigorously for customers in the major

cities of China. On January 11, 1999, Starbucks opened its first coffee bar in Beijing.

Prospective Managers of Starbucks expected to open 10 branches in Beijing in the following

18 months.15 A general phenomenon here is that society and common people do not resist

the American business culture, rather they give reasons for a willing acceptance of American

business culture. In addition, the influence of the American business culture and the

dissemination of its commodities has a connotation in people’s minds with liberalization and

openness.16 The people who enjoy coffee in those American shops are generally embraced

by the liberal atmosphere generated by and emanating from the shops. The internal value of

a cup of coffee and a hamburger lies in the cultural ideology they signify, in the business

culture they communicate and the civic culture they promote. The Sino-American

divergence in ideology is thereby reconciled. But on the other hand, any further

advancement of American culture will surely conflict with the mainstream of Chinese

culture. This cultural expansion is based on American interests and prompted by Capitalism

and Globalization. Time is needed to find out whether or not it is another kind of cultural

invasion.17 However, apparently, the market potential of goods with American style is high, 
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and the potential of Chinese consumption market makes the “invasion of American culture”

in great demand and expanding.

 

Regional Cooperation and Development

Sino-American relations and the process of globalization are not separate issues, but

closely linked by powerful influences. This power is the regional development, which

reduces the fear in China of American superiority. It also-helps regional peace and stability.

During the Cold War, an important problem between China and American was the

interaction of those two countries and their bilateral relations. As we stated before, these two

countries have enormous differences in their politics and economies, so conflicts between

them are direct and obvious.18 However, negotiation and communication would not be

impossible if a buffer regime existed between them. In the 1970s, political scientists paid

particular attention to the establishment of this type of regime. Research on regimes is

widely used to assist the single-dimensional diplomatic development between nations.19

Theoretically, this regime has some constraints. Members of this regime have

regulations to observe and goals to achieve as well. Due to the American failure of the Gold

Standard in the early 1970's, political scientists, thereafter, proposed the establishment of a

regime in order to share responsibility for American superiority. In Keohane and Nye’s Power

and Interdependence he defined the function of a regime as the following:

International regimes are intermediate factors between the power structure
of an international system and the political and economic bargaining that
takes place within it.20

The International Monetary Fund (IMF), International Bank of Re-construction and

Development (IBRD), Asian Pacific Economic Organization (APEC), World Trade

Organization (WTO) and so on are regimes in a more concrete form. There are also
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governmental and non-governmental institutions and authorities which deal with more

subtle concepts such as environmental protection, human rights, scientific cooperation and

so forth. In fact, however, a ‘regime’ can be basically defined as “sets of implicit or explicit,

norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which the actors’ expectations

converge in a given area of international relations.”21 In other words, the key function of the

regime is not its structure, but its supervision of member nations according to its rules.

Their institutions have their own aims and backgrounds, but they are consistent with

the long-term diplomatic policies of America, i.e. to establish a stable and peaceful situation

for politics and the economy in order to promote American enlargement and engagement

policies in the post-Cold War era.22 There are inevitable economic interests between China

and America in market development, investment, trade, technology transition and

assimilation into the world economy23 Nevertheless, there are two practical considerations,

linked to America’s great influence on globalization, under which regional global regimes

have to be strengthened so as to achieve more balanced Sino-American relations. First this is

that American superiority in politics and international strength has (relatively) weakened. A

regime structure helps to reduce international political pressure on America, a factor which

has been clearly explained in Joseph Nye's book.  He points out that America power in the

future doesn't rely solely on its resource supply, but on the control over the political

environment and the setting of standards and regulations for other countries.24 In this

process, the regime and regional institutions will be partly complementary. 

Secondly, a stable and peaceful political environment is a necessity to globalization in

order to carry out science and technology, cooperation, the development of the economy

and the educational aspect of accepting international concepts. These requirements were

connected to current Chinese requisites.25 Besides, from China's standpoint, being a member
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of these institutions doesn't mean full submission to American power. Mutual acceptance of

the rules gives rise to more willingness in abiding by the regulatory function of the regimes.

In addition, there are different intentions, interests and requirements for cooperation among

members to balance the interests of America. 

Sino-American relations under the impact of  globalization help not only to protect

national interests but also to increase policymaker's abilities under practical conditions.26 In

addition, member nations have a lot of rights as well as certain obligations, such as the

communication of information and regional economic achievements. Finally, these regional

institutions have wide horizons to be developed in globalization because relations in these

institutions are based on the economy, function and routine. All these interdependence  and

intertwined  conditions allow more opportunities for cooperation and communication than

those simply  dictated by diplomatic relations. On this scale, globalization supplies a multi-

cooperational relationship, which makes the future development of Sino-American relations

more rational and predictable. If we apply this abstract regime concept in real world affairs,

China's entering WTO will effectively indicate the benefit of globalization and China's

economic development.

WTO, International Standard and IPRs

The third direction in Sino-American globalization lies in China's entering the WTO.

China has applied to resume its membership of this organization since 1986. Later, in 1995

GATT was replaced by the WTO. China might regain this membership at the end of this

year after many year’s effort27 Eventually, she was accepted as the member of WTO in

December 2001. Why does China want to join the WTO?  Why does China want to accept
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so many of the regulations of the WTO on the economy, trade, law and even domestic

finance and taxation? Standardization and norms adherence in globalization are crucial. I will

detail more on the problems of IPRs in the end. Just as some early surveys show that the

WTO enlightens China in three aspects.28 Firstly, the WTO equips China with more

opportunities for contact with the world and outside cultures. Meanwhile, China has to

publicize its new freedom of information, degree of open trading, its amendments to laws

and regulations and its opening of its markets so as to be a member of the world family.29 

Secondly, by means of joining these institutions, China can get an opportunity for

adjustment in its interaction with other members. In fact, to make the adjustment between

the WTO and fitness of its policies on both sides. Although scholars do not agree that the

WTO will promote China’s reform, China's membership will lead to a consistency in

opinions.30 From the viewpoint of the WTO, through its contact with its members for 14

years, they have reached an agreement on China's application with a Third World nation

status.  The importance of this agreement lies in the mutual understanding of China's current

situation and its will through constant meetings and negotiations. China's efforts in joining

the WTO includes reforms in finance, tariffs and industry31 among which the most

significant areas are the reform and privatization of former stated-owned enterprises;

preferential revenues and duties and the renewal and reestablishment of trade regulations.

Taking intellectual property rights as an example, in order to comply with WTO

requirements, China signed the Understanding Memorandum with America in 1992, 1995 and

1996.32 Given globalization, intellectual property rights are elements which all nations should

be protected against piracy in trade.

Thirdly, when all is ready, the final aspect is the acceptance of China by the WTO

and the agreements on the long-term objectives of the WTO.33 To evaluate and predict
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China’s effect on America after becoming a member of the WTO, U.S International Trade

Commission. International trade committee of America prepared a report in August 1999.34

This report pointed out that membership of the WTO for China would open its markets

wider, which had a positive effect on American trade investment and technological

transformation, especially on American opportunities for export and a reduction in the cost

of trade and investment.35 However, this report finally pointed out that a direct benefit for

China from this membership was an increase in exports by 20%. In the long run, the

direction of China's economic reform was greatly subject to its opening policy and pressure

from reforms of state-owned enterprises.36 Generally speaking, the most important

accomplishment of China's membership of the WTO is  its implementation of standards

supervision on China. This restraint is an aspect of the integrated system which helps to

establish a stable and market-oriented situation in this era of globalization.

Finally, the engagement of China and the world has been manifested by some recent

developments: the host of 2008 Olympic Game, the second largest recipient of Foreign

Direct Investment (FDI) (after the United States) in the world, and the so-called factory of

the world.37 These facts point to the notion that a large socialist developing country has a

chance of being involved in the structured world economies that are predominantly ruled by

market forces.38 Secondly, knowledge (here defined as ‘common sense in a knowledge based

society’, such as knowing the international norms, abiding by the agreement, contractual

spirits and rules of the games) will be the dominant factor in measuring China’s level of

engagement with the world economy. 

Theoretically speaking, IPRs should be protected because it is used to reward

creativeness. As Arpad Bogsch, Director-General of the World Intellectual Property
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Organisation (WIPO), stated clearly that ‘Human Genius is the source of all works of art and

invention. These works are the guarantee of a life worthy of men. It is the duty of the State

to ensure with diligence the protection of the arts and inventions.’39 In a knowledge-based

society, ideas and invention are so importance of which will be highly retarded if protection

cannot be maintained. Second, the abiding by the international norms and international

standard of which IPRs represents on of them denotes what a modern global citizen should

perform.40 Practically, China is now in a crossroad. On the one hand, it is still in an early

stage of transformation of being a socialist country into a market economy (market socialism

was instigated in the constitution in 1993). Many global norms and international rules of the

game are new to China. On the other, China is an emerging centre of production in global

scale.41 The global division of labour allows China, nowadays, to produce most of the less

sophisticated manufacturing goods; where IPRs is important but not severely determinant.

However, we have witnessed more and more high-end products (semi-conductors,

computers) are being invested in China. Those goods (knowledge goods) demand high

protection of IPRs, otherwise the values will be greatly affected.42 Finally, being a member of

WTO, China needs to comply with the international standard. China needs to compete in a

global scale in a couple of years. However, according to the recent rating by the US-China

Business Council, China was given a C grade after two years entering the WTO. In analogy,

‘China has behaved like a below-average students.’43 Therefore, problems and the possible

challenges from the IPRs will indicate to what extend China has achieved in the playing field

of international market.      
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the paper stresses that globalization is an inevitable outcome of

history. As a prosperous economic nation and a member of the Third World, China must be

aware of this trend. China will confront great challenges because globalization is for China a

combination of domestic economic development and a creation of an international society, a

fact which has been noticed by Chinese scholars. Many recently published books in China

are concerned with globalization. Authors were commonly aware of the internal and external

pressures from globalization. There is an explicit description in a book entitled: Globalization

and China:

As a new-comer to globalization, China shoulders pressure from all over the
world. On the one hand, China must achieve its own prosperity in a short
period and overtake western nations who have always controlled and are
controlling the globalization. On the other hand, self-development must be
subject to international regulations, practices and standards formulated by the
west. These regulations practices and standards are harsh and unfamiliar to
China. The deepening of China's globalization will result in more and more
international restrains, which will more or less affect the independence of
draft and carry out national strategic policies.44

The main concern of Chinese scholars is that under the impact of globalization,

national power will be weakened to an extent that international market force will get an up

hand toward China’s internal affairs.45 Scholars in favour of economic globalization say that

with different international organizations, private grading companies (such as Standard and

Poor) and the emergence and wide application of the electronic exchange medium, sovereign

power will be diminished bit-by-bit or even re-constructed.46 China in the era of

globalization will be partly guided by these two global development: global influence and

domestic adaptation.
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Sino-American relations and the influence of globalization are problems that

concern the development of China in the future. Unavoidably, these factors are apparently

more and more at the mercy the market force.47 Judging from national power, the

Amendment to the Constitution of the People's Republic of China in March 1993 states that

“The state practices a socialist market economy,”48 which clearly states that marketization is

the future direction of development. As for Socialism, the identification of a national

authority is its backbone. Given that globalization is being siphoned into the international

societies, development of the politics and diplomacy of China and America is a possible way-

out to balance international development and markerization. The combination of the three

factors is very important in diplomacy, politics and the direction of China's development.

Therefore, to analyze Sino-American relations properly, the cooperation and development

between the two nations established by marketization under the umbrella of globalization

should be the main focus. The international engagement through the WTO and other

international norms adherence will test the level of engagement between China and the

global Society. 
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